
Deep affection honey come back to me 

Chapter: 651 

Wrenches In The Mortal World 

 

Leon felt his head heavy and himself falling as if the sky and earth were spinning round. However, the 

pain didn't arrive as expected. It was like falling on a cloud, which was totally different from his previous 

feeling when he was drunk. 

The soft touch like cloud came from his palm. It was so comfortable that he didn't want to let it go. 

In a daze, he heard someone say to him, "Good night. Have a good dream." So he slept soundly the 

whole night. He didn't have strange dreams, but a pure white sleep. 

When Leon opened his eyes, he felt his brain went blank. The light that had not been turned off all night 

made him close his eyes again and frown slightly. 

Outside the window, it was foggy. It was only dawn, and it was drizzling. 

He felt a headache and thirsty, which was the result of his hangover. 

He opened his eyes again and saw the girl sleeping soundly on the edge of the bed. Her right hand was 

still held in his hand, and her fingers were slightly curled, pink and tender. 

When Leon saw the girl's face clearly, he became sober at once. He wanted to let go of the girl's hand 

immediately, but he was afraid of disturbing her dream, so he 
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d then fixed his eyes on the table again. "Let's eat. Little disciple, your fried eggs look special." 

Leon introduced with a smile, "Fried eggs like clouds make you in a good mood. They also taste good." 

"Brother, I cooked them for you." Seeing the smile on Leon's face, Michelle immediately forgot about 

her sickness and pushed the plate with cloud eggs in front of him. 

"They are specially made for him. Don't you have my share?" Wynn pretended to be angry. "You're so 

ungrateful. You even don't know how to respect your master." 

Michelle stuck out her tongue and said, "You didn't say you like it." 

"An ungrateful person quibbles." Wynn looked at the fried eggs like clouds and suggested Leon, "You eat 

them a lot. How about..." 

Leon put one into his bowl and said, "I'll reward you." 

"Thank you, my Lord!" Wynn finished it in several bites. Then he gulped the dishes on the table and gave 

a thumbs up to Michelle. "You're a good cook as long as you don't do dark cooking." 

"It seems that I haven't done dark cooking for a long time." Michelle muttered. Hearing her words, 

Wynn's face turned pale and the food in his mouth suddenly tasted bad. 



Chapter: 652 

I Want to take My Date With Me 

play_arrow 

stop 

Wynn raised his hand and slapped himself in the face. 

'Why am I so talkative? Do I want to kill myself? Do I want to try the unpalatable food again?' 

Michelle was about to squint at him when Wynn said, "Don't look at me. I'm busy. Leon needs my help. 

You can ask him if you don't believe me! You can ask him if he needs me to work for him! " 

Smart as Wynn was, he always knew that Michelle was extremely good to Leon, so it was the best to use 

Leon as an excuse. 

As expected, Michelle gave up the idea and answered unwillingly, "Okay." 

Wynn breathed a sigh of relief. During the meal, he was trembling with fear. All of a sudden, Michelle 

talked to him. His heart, which had not yet completely relieved, jumped to his throat, and his breath 

almost stopped. 

Once bitten and twice shy. The unpalatable food had a great impact on Wynn. He was so scared that he 

even misheard and his ears were buzzing. 

Noticing that he was sitting straightly, Leon couldn't help but laugh. After that, he reminded him, 

"Wynn, she just wanted you to give her the phone. It' 
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rly." 

"Hee hee." Michelle said proudly, "I have a brother, but you don't." 

"Yes, I don't have a brother, but I have a boyfriend." Rainy asked, "By the way, there's another question 

we haven't discussed yet. Can I take my date with me?" 

Huan resolutely denied, "No!" 

"Why not?" Rainy said with grievance, "Why can't I take my date with me? Don't you want free labor?" 

"You are the only one who has date in the dormitory." Lydia exposed the truth, "If you take your date 

with you, we'd better not eat." 

'Don't let us witness your public display affection again, or we won't have the appetite to have dinner.' 

"It's good to save money." Rainy said with an annoying smile. 

Huan was speechless, "I don't want to talk to you. I object it. Three to one, you lose." 

"You can't represent Michelle." "Michelle, do you support taking date to have fun?" Rainy asked with a 

smile. 
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"Yes, I have a date. I want to take my date with me." Michelle shook her little body happily, and her 

shaking head looked cute. 

She looked at Leon with her bright eyes. 

Chapter: 653 

Michelle Was Dreaming To Be Rich Every Day 

play_arrow 

stop 

It's still drizzling outside the window. Seeing that Michelle shook her head lovely, for a moment Leon felt 

that the sky was sunny. 

Needless to guess, Leon knew that the date that Michelle referred to was him, although they were not 

in a relationship now. 

He was not a man who know nothing about love and romance. Of course, he understood the meaning of 

"date". 

The ambiguous atmosphere made him awkward, but soon he woke up after seeing the pure eyes of 

Michelle. 

Leon was shocked and he narrowed his eyes. He was shocked that he had misunderstood Michelle just 

now. It seemed that Michelle didn't know the real meaning of "date". 

"Sister, you mean me?" Leon cleared his throat, pointed at himself and asked, "Do you know what date 

means?" 

"I know." Michelle smiled sweetly and said to her roommates on the other end of the phone, "I will take 

my brother with me that day." 

Her eyes were as clear as a spring water. It seemed that she really didn't know the real meaning of it. 

Leon didn't say anything more. Since she wanted to get him involved, then he would go with her. 

However, when Michelle said that she wanted to take her brother 
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day she took the photo. 

Leon raised her head to look at Michelle. She just put the chicken drumstick to her mouth, and as soon 

as she opened her mouth, she saw her brother who was looking at her. She quickly took a bite, as if it 

would be taken away if she bit slowly. 

"Brother, you said the drumstick is left for me!" Michelle mumbled as she chewed the chicken 

drumstick. 

Leon was amused by her. "I didn't want to take it from you. You like eating meat and desserts. Why 

don't you get fat?" 
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After making sure that the drumstick wouldn't be snatched, Michelle chewed it slowly and asked 

curiously, "Brother, you like to fat girls?" 

Leon shook her head and checked her WeChat. When he saw the amount, he was stunned and teased, 

"Wynn's previous proposal was good. If he doesn't have money, he can consider selling your WeChat 

ID." 

"How much?" Wynn cast a glance at him and cursed, "Oh my god! More than then thousand! Your 

WeChat ID is quite valuable! " 

"It's not that her WeChat ID is valuable. I guess those who fancy her are boys from rich families." A hint 

of imperceptible impatience flashed through Leon's eyes. He turned off her phone. 

Chapter: 654 

Something Is Wrong With My Brain 

play_arrow 

stop 

When Michelle heard that it was worth one hundred million, she was so shocked that she put the 

drumstick back. "That's so much money!" 

She wiped her hands with a tissue and reached for the phone. 

Leon stopped her and said, "Do you remember what brother said?" 

"Yes, I do. Don't be close with the people on the Internet. Don't add strangers easily. I remember what 

brother has said. I just want to see how much it is." Michelle kept glancing at the phone with her eager 

big eyes, "Maybe..." 

"No." Leon knew that she wanted to say that she could make a small amount of money with this, so he 

denied it immediately. "Money is not earned in this way. Just accept it when it's good." 

Wynn sneered in his heart. He wondered who had said that he would accept the money. Why did he 

change his mind now? 

He was a cunning fox, but he didn't allow others to be cunning? "Stop it when it's good. In the past, as 

long as you didn't die, you would go to hell. Now you can pretend." Wynn complained in his heart. But 

he just couldn't help saying it. 

His voice was not loud, but Leon was sitting next to him. Leon could hear his every single word clearly. 

Leon's face darkened. 

"Master, stop pretending?" Hearing that, Michelle was ambiguous and looked at him with confusion. 
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Wynn snorted, "She's right to date two men at the same time." 
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Every time Wynn mentioned Valerie, he felt as if he had been fired. Bryant had no choice but to change 

the topic. "Leon doesn't want Michelle's contact information to be exposed. In fact, he is a little 

possessive." 

"So there is progress between them?" Hearing that, Wynn raised his eyebrows. Seeing that Bryant 

nodded, he felt better. "Fine. I'll sell myself. I don't need to look for Valerie. I can still make money." 

Bryant was speechless 

A man's heart was like a needle in the ocean, which changed too fast. 

"Are you really going to sell your body?" Bryant smiled as if he was watching a play. 

"Humph!" Wynn raised his chin. "I sold my body to my future wife. How could I sell it to those women 

who are not willing to be lonely?" 

"Then how are you going to explain to Leon?" 

"As the old saying goes, he who touches pitch will be defiled. I will go to entrap others" Wynn pointed at 

his head. "I've made up my mind." 

"What's wrong with you?" asked Bryant 

Wynn was speechless 

Can't you fucking talk nicely? 

"What's wrong with your brain?" Wynn was pissed off again. Other people's best friends were all 

affectionate. But his, on the other hand, was making fun of him. 

What's that! 

Chapter: 655 

Brother Could Do Magic 

play_arrow 

stop 

During the examination week, everyone was preparing for the exam, so was Michelle. The lazier 

Michelle usually was, the more miserable she would be at the end of the semester. She was trapped in 

deep stress at the end of every semester. 

However, this year seemed to be different. Leon paid close attention to her homework and deliberately 

spared an hour to check her every night. If it went well, he would reward her a strawberry 

unconsciously. 

Just like magic, he snapped his fingers in front of her eyes. His wrist turned inward and a white balloon 

flower appeared. Then he used his palm to block the flower. As long as he blew on his hand, it would 

become strawberry. 
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The last exam would be held tomorrow morning. After checking her homework, Leon would conjure the 

strawberry for her as usual. When he gently put his left hand on the petals, Michelle suddenly stopped 

him. 

"Brother, wait a minute. Let me blow it today, okay?" Michelle raised her eyes full of expectation. 

Sitting opposite her, Leon was very close to her. His knees were pressed against her knees. He smiled 

and said, "Okay." 

"Hee hee." Michelle grinned 
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h his "friend". She didn't understand until she returned and saw the "Lu" at the top. 

She quickly typed on the keyboard. 

"Master, you set the three days visible." 

"Master, is your first post about brother?" 

"Master, are you lying again? My brother is not afraid of darkness at all. He turned off the light when he 

was sleeping." 

Wynn was surprised to see the last sentence. "He turned off the light to sleep at night? How could it be 

possible? " 

Wynn replied quickly. 

Wynn wrote, "I didn't say it was Leon. Don't slander me. I'm busy. Bye." 

Michelle replied, "Oh, bye." 

In fact, the so-called "friend" referred to Leon. Wynn had just asked Michelle to check his WeChat 

Moments on purpose in order to secretly reveal some information about Leon. 

He had no choice. If he directly mentioned his name, he was afraid that he would be severely punished 

by Leon. 

The other day when Wynn heard from Michelle that they were going to the ghost house with Leon, he 

was a little worried that something would happen. 

He just hoped that Michelle head would be a little smarter and not force Leon into the ghost house. 

Chapter: 656 

Displayed Gallantry 
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stop 
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The second day, at noon, Michelle and the other eight people went to have a seafood buffet. Leon didn't 

have lunch with them because of other matter, but he promised to arrive at the amusement park at two 

o'clock in the afternoon on time. 

Bryant drove Leon there, but the car was a Rolls-Royce, so Leon had to get off in advance and walked 

five hundred meters in the sun. 

There were many people coming and going at the gate of the amusement park, and many small groups 

gathered together. At a glance, Leon saw a strawberry girl in the crowd. 

Michelle's dressing today was a little different from usual. She wore a wine red hair band and tied her 

hair behind her ears, revealing her snow-white ears and her whole face. Her eyes were black and bright, 

very attractive. 

She wore a white flounce shirt in loose college style, and a slip dress. Beige was the base color. 

However, the thin slip dress and the big bowknot on her chest were wine red, which matched the hair 

band on her head. 

There were strawberries on the hemline of her beige dress. The hemline reached her knees, two parts of 

her white legs were exposed. Wearing a round head little leather shoes, she gently walked and the 

hemline shook as well. 
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e. 'Was I out my mind to agree to come with them? 

What bewitched me to leave the ghost house behind at that time?' 

Leon swallowed nervously and asked, pretending to be calm, "Michelle, are we really going to the ghost 

house later?" 

"Yes, I came here once with Nini, and I was almost scared to cry. When I went back, I told my 

roommates several horrible scenes inside. They had always wanted to come here." Michelle clenched 

her bag, thinking that she almost cried last time, but this time she would never! 

Then she thought of Wynn's WeChat Moments, so she turned to Leon, "Brother, are you afraid of going 

to the ghost house?" 

'Of course I am!' 

Leon answered honestly in his heart, but he displayed gallantry, "No, I'm not afraid." 

Sure enough, anyone who lied would be punished. He couldn't speak calmly. He twisted the water bottle 

back and forth with his hands, wanting to beat himself. 

He regretted as soon as he said that. 

He would rather die here than enter the ghost house. 

There was no regret medicine in the world, and he couldn't kill himself. Leon forced a smile and watched 

others get off the ferris wheel, waving at them, and then mechanically followed them to the ghost 

house. 



Chapter: 657 

Ghost House 

play_arrow 

stop 

In order to set off the terror of the ghost house, the ghost house of the amusement park was built at the 

edge of the amusement park, surrounded by woods, and almost far away from the people and noise of 

the amusement park. 

It was afternoon now. The sun was setting in the woods. There was no one on the quiet cement path. 

The wind was blowing, and the leaves were falling. It was still summer, but it gave people a feeling of 

desolation. 

Holding her boyfriend's arm tightly, Rainy looked around timidly and asked, "Why didn't anyone come 

out? Didn't you say that this ghost house is very popular? " 

"Yes, why nobody come out?" Huan was still thinking seriously a second ago, and then she said in 

horror, "Are they all eaten by ghosts?" 

Suddenly, a gust of wind blew, terrifying Huan. Rainy's legs trembled, and she stammered, "Re...Really?" 

Seeing that she was really frightened, Huan immediately smiled, "I was just kidding. No ghost could be 

seen in the daytime" 

"Then why? Why there is no one coming out?" Obviously, Rainy believed it. If her boyfriend hadn't held 

her, she would have run away. 

Huan was stunned, "I really don't know." 

"What?" Rainy smile bitterly. 

To frighten them, Aron said lightly, "Are we lost? Otherwise, how could there be no one else? " 

Rainy couldn't stand it anymore. She went straight into her boyfriend's arms and held his waist tightly. 

Huan's face turned pale. She slowly moved closer to her good friend Robin and Kace. They were 

classmates. Kace s 
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iant idea came to his mind. 

"I'll be back soon after I wash my hands. Forget it. I'd better wash my hands with the water in the bottle. 

After that, I can throw the bottle away." Leon unscrewed the bottle cap and poured it on his own hand. 

He bought this bottle of water some time ago, and the cold water had already become warm water. 

However, when he poured it on his hands, he felt it was cooler than when it was just took it out of the 

fridge. 

He threw the empty bottle into the trash can and stood in front of it silently for a moment. 
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Austin had already bought the tickets. He raised his hand, then they walked over. Michelle excitedly 

pulled the wrist of Leon and trotted over. 

"Brother, let's go inside." 

Deep in his heart, Leon was reluctant to go inside. 

For a moment, he wanted to confess that he was afraid of darkness and ghosts. However, when he saw 

the bright smile on Michelle's face and the constant warmth from her wrist, which almost warmed his 

cold hand, he finally did not say anything. 

As soon as he entered the ghost house, he was shocked by the screams of other tourists. 

Then there came the creepy music. 

Leon was speechless. 

'Is it too late for me to confess now?' 

"Can I go out now?" Rainy was the first to retreat. 

Leon pricked up her ears. He also wanted to know it. 

"Well, this door is entrance, you can only go out from the exit at the other side." Michelle blinked her 

innocent eyes. 

Leon felt despairing. 

It was too late to confess. 

Chapter: 658 

Don t Be Afraid. I m Here 

play_arrow 

stop 

Before they started to walk inside, the background music had already frightened them, especially Rainy, 

who was trembling in her boyfriend's arms. 

"Interactie 3D Audio. Their haunted house is a real big deal." Aron looked at the four girls worriedly and 

said, "Austin and I have searched about it online. It's really scary. There are all kinds of strange things, 

such as Sadako coming out of the TV and the corpse room. The blood is everywhere that is very 

horrifying." 

"Is it so horrible?" Rainy said in a trembling voice. 

Rainy's boyfriend said, "We haven't searched it online. Rainy can't stand the fright. Is there any way 

out?" 

"Yes, yes. There is a switch here that can call the management of the haunted house and then the 

management can led us go out through the safe passage." Aron looked around but couldn't find the 

switch. "Michelle, do you know where it is?" 
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"I know." Michelle approached the wall and reached out to touch the switch. "Do you want me to press 

it?" 

"Yes. My boyfriend and I won't play with you. Enjoy yourselves." Rainy finally calmed down. "It's 

different from the haunted house I've been to before. Just listening to the music and the screams in 

front of me makes my scalp tingle." 

Robin Luo nudged Huan with his elbow, "What about you? Continue to play or what? " 

"Of course. I'm not a coward!" Huan straightened her back and said, "I'm a little scared, but I'm also 

curious. I haven't played haunted house before." 

Lydia was stunned, "Haven't you played before?" 

"No." Huan shook her arms and took a deep breath to relax herself. 

"How dare you play such a horrible haunted house since you never played it in the pa 
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ng on the wall. 

The TV with Sadako was right behind the black cloth. This trick would start as long as they entered the 

room. 

"Leon," Michelle had held back her tears and looked up. She became the little girl who was smiling like a 

flower again. "I have something for you. If we wear it, we won't hear any noise." 

"…… Okay. " Leon seemed to be calm, but in fact, he really wanted to question her why she took it out 

so late. As a result, he had been listening to ghosts' screaming all the way and almost had a heart attack. 

Michelle took out two pair of earplugs from her bag and handed them to Leon. "This pair of earplug is 

made by advanced technology. Nini asked someone to make it for me, it can isolate the sound from the 

outside world." 

Last time when Michelle came to the haunted house and almost cried, she swore to come here again to 

take revenge. Nina was worried that Michelle couldn't bear it, so Nina asked someone to make two pairs 

of earplugs. 

The reason why many horror movies were horrible was because their background sound effect. If one 

could isolate the sound, more than half of the fear would be gone. 

After putting on the earplugs, Leon's ears became quiet and everything in front of him became less 

frightening. 

Michelle took out a small Bluetooth sound box from her bag, connected her phone, and took out a bag 

of tomato paste. She turned her back to Leon and squeezed out the tomato paste to and put them on 

her face. 

Leon didn't see what was happening on her face. He only saw that the tomato paste on her two hands 

were dripping like blood, and his eyebrows twitched. It seemed that he understood. 



It was premeditated. 

Chapter: 659 

Naughty Girl 
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stop 

The mechanism in the room was set on the carpet at the door. When Michelle stepped on it, the 

incandescent light began to flicker. The black cloth on the wall was hidden by the darkness, and there 

came intermittent sizzling sound of electricity. 

The TV screen on the wall flickered, and female ghosts in white clothes, with black hair covering their 

faces, appeared on the screen one after another, constantly bending forward. 

With the horrible sound effect, the whole room was filled with horror, making people shiver. 

The non-player character who played the role of female ghost, hid behind the wall and was ready to 

scare them. 

Wearing a pair of earplug, Leon could not hear the frightened sound. His face looked a little peaceful. 

Even if the sound was cut off, he did not dare to look at other places. His eyes were fixed on the small 

back of Michelle. 

Leon took her phone and clicked on an audio file. The bluetooth sound box began to play music outside. 

Although Leon couldn't hear it, she guessed that it was not a pleasant music. It was probably as horrible 

as the sound in the ghost house. 

She was pretending to be a ghost to scare someone. 

Leon suddenly became interested. She didn't know how this cute ghost would frighten the non-player 

character back. 

Behind the wall, the non-player character 
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fine. What's going on with you?" 

When Michelle was about to answer, they heard people who had just come out of the ghost house 

saying, "I don't know who is so immoral to frighten the non-player characters on our road. As a result, 

we have encountered many props all the way, which is not exciting at all." 

"Yes, it's a little immoral, but it's useless for the non-player character to be scared by the players." 

"I think it must be exciting to hire the person who scared them to be a non-player character." 

Hearing what the people around them said, Aron was stunned. He turned to look at Michelle and asked, 

"Are you the one who is immoral?" 
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"You are the one who is immoral. They scared me first, so I took revenge." Michelle leaned closer to 

Leon and looked up, "Was it, brother? They sacred them, so I sacred them." 

"Yes." Leon said seriously, "It's not your fault. They scared you first." 

Aron was dumbfounded, "You are awesome, Michelle!" 

Hearing it, other guys looked sideways and praised in one voice, "Michelle, you are awesome!" 

Michelle smiled sheepishly. 

At this moment, a white-clothed non-player character with disheveled hair ran out and angrily pointed 

at Michelle. "It's her! It's her! She pretended to be a ghost to scare us! " 

Then, a group of security guards ran towards them. 

Chapter: 660 

An Evil Intention 

 

Noticing that, Aron pushed Michelle and said, "Why are you standing there like a fool? Run!" 

"What? Oh, okay! Run! " Holding Leon's big hand, Michelle turned around and ran away. "Run, brother. 

The bad guys are coming to catch us!" 

A gust of wind blew past his ears, and Leon was dragged forward. The exit of the ghost house was not 

far from the road. Michelle quickly stopped a taxi and pushed Leon into it. "Hurry up, get in the car." 

Leon was 1.85 meter tall. He hurriedly bent into the car and accidentally hit its forehead. He didn't pay 

much attention to it himself. Michelle behind him was completely blocked from her sight, and she didn't 

see him hit his head. 

As soon as Michelle got in the car, she quickly closed the door and urged the driver to start the car. 

Leon told him the address. When he turned around and saw the exasperated security guards on the 

roadside, he smiled slightly. 

The feeling of running away as soon as possible after doing something bad reminded him of himself 

when he was a teenager. His chest heaved freely. Someone let the teenager him out. 

He turned his head to look at Michelle, who was bending over the window an 
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d never had such thoughts. As a result, Wynn and Bryant suspected that he had not only suffered from 

psychological injury, but also physical injury. 

Flustered, Leon lowered his eyes and found that Michelle was standing between his legs. She was so 

close to him that as long as he raised his hand, he could hold her waist. 

'Her waist seems to be soft. What will it feel like to hold her? 



Bah! You bastard, Leon!' 

He cursed himself in his heart and stood up all of a sudden. Michelle had not finished putting the band 

on his forehead. 

"Brother, what's wrong?" Leon stood up as if he was frightened, which made Michelle confused. She 

raised her head and asked, "Did I hurt you?" 

"No." Leon answer awkwardly, "It's too hot. I'm going to take a shower." 

Then he hurried to the bathroom. 

Looking at his back, Michelle was confused and murmured, "I have turned down the temperature of the 

air conditioner. How could it be hot?" 

Seeing that he was about to close the door, Michelle reminded him in a hurry, "Brother, put on the band 

aid. Don't let the wound get wet." 

Michelle only heard a light slam of the door, which sounded a little depressing. 

 


